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HIGHLIGHT

"HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM", BY
LUCIO GARDIN
On July 20th, the first 50 years from the Moon Landing were celebrated.
Lucio Gardin, tonight at 9.15 p.m. by the Gran Ciasa in Soraga, gives his
own, ironic interpretation of it. With “Houston abbiamo un problema.
Cabaret per lunatici e allunati”, Gardin makes the public laugh through
clever jokes and the acute portrait of Italians’ attitude, of the inhabitants
of Trentino in particular. The Moon Landin is the occasion of analysing
pros and cons of the human being. Gardin is not only an experienced
comedian, but he can also boast an appreciated carrier as scriptwriter,
director and author of several broadcasts on Sky, Rai and Mediaset.
Lucio Gardin's name (in the picture), is in the World Guinness for having
beaten, with ten colleagues, the record (still unbeaten) of the longest stay on a
stage.

Today in the valley
CLOWN: AN EXPLOSION OF AFFECTION

“LA SIA” - PENIA AT 5 P.M.
Meet the clown Nick, his wizardry and funny illusions, by the ancient
water sawmill.

“DIRE STRAITS OVER GOLD”

BY THE EVENTS PAVILION – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN AT 9.00 P.M.
The open-air stage hosts a tribute to the band that has marked the
music history in the Eighties and in the Nineties.

“I BRUTTI ANATROCCOLI” ON STAGE

PARISH THEATRE – CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.
For the festival “Ragazzi a Teatro”, do not miss the show by the
company from Turin “Stilema Teatro”, freely adapted from the tale by
Hans Christian Andersen.

Itineraries
FROM VALBONA TO THE REFUGE LA REZILA
This is an easy walk, suitable to everybody, that leads from Moena,
by the Alpe Lusia cable car, leads to the refuge La Rezila. From the
village, by car or by public transport, reach the intermediate station
of the cabin lift (1820 metres) nearby the chalet Valbona in few
minutes. From here, walk towards Malga Pozza, along a short flat
stretch. As soon as the dirt road starts to incline uphill, take the
paths on the left that goes down towards the pasture, go on in the
wood and, along a pleasant and easy path, reach the refuge La
Rezila (at 1761 metres), at the limit of a wide and sunny meadow
(25 minutes). Go back along the same itinerary.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 25TH AT 9.00 A.M. - POZZA

FAMILIES BY BIKE

ADULTS AND CHILDREN RIDING ALONG THE CYCLE-WAY WITH A BIKE
GUIDE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).
JULY 25TH AT 9.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

THROUGH THE WATERFALLS OF SELLA
THE WATER SPRINGS OUT ABUNDANT THROUGH SELLA AND PORDOI,
AND AN EXPERT SHOWS YOU WHERE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK
POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the past in Val di Fassa, on the day of the marriage the groom
would reach the house of the bride, and the wedding prcession
would follow them from there. At the end of the ceremony the
“caneveres”, the winemakers, used to serve the wine to the guests,
while some other youths, chosen by the spouses, the “camarites”
and the “camarich” (nubile girls and bachelors), would guide the
procession. Soon after that, there would be a “break”: the “trèr l
zendèl” of the boys, who would stop the procession by pulling a
rope from one side of the street to the other one. The spouses
would go on, but only after paying a toll: with candies or coins.

JULY 26TH AT 9.00 A.M. – MOENA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRY FARMS
AT THE DISCOVERY OF LIFE AT A MOUNTAIN FARM, SUCH AS EL MAS
(ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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